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1 Background
Slepian functions achieve the optimal energy concentration both in
the time and frequency domain, simultaneously [1,2]. The analo-
gous signal concentration problem on the unit sphere is the relation
between the spatial region and the spectral degree (spherical har-
monic coef￿cients).
2 Applications
• 1). Reconstruction a signal from the scattered data in astrophysics,
such as Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP);
Figure 1: FullSky WMAP data (NASA / WMAP Science Team)
• 2). Spatial beamforming in wireless communication;
Figure 2: Beamformer (Jeremy Bass et.al)
• 3). Surface representation, smoothing and denoising;
Figure 3: Head smoothing (Mathieu Desbrun et.al)
• 4). Detection objects embedded in the noise (Fig.4);
• 5). Estimation of CMB temperature ￿uctuation (Fig.5).
3 Motivation
Try to ￿nd a set of basis functions with better performance than the
Slepian functions [3] on the sphere, then apply these functions to
design spherical ￿lters.
Figure 4: Mars-overview (NASA World Wind Team)
Figure 5: Power Spectrum of CMB (B.D.Wandelt et.al)
4 Formulation
4.1 Notation
The spherical harmonics are de￿ned by
Y m
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where ˆ r = (θ,φ), θ denotes colatitude and φ denotes longitude. The
function f is represented by the spherical harmonics
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4.2 Spatial concentration of the spectral-limited
signal
λ =
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R
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Parameters: Γ is a polar cap with Θ = 40◦ and the maximum spectral
degree of spheroidal harmonics N = 18.
Comparison: Concentration degree for Simons’ eigenfunctions: 0.0231
for m = 0 and 0.0698 for m = 1, which are greatly less than 0.1214
and 0.1231 for our formulation. See the ￿gures 6-9.
4.3 Spectral concentration of spatial-limited sig-
nals
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Figure 6: Eigenfunction for the spectral-limited signal m = 0,λ00 =
0.1214. Blue for negative value and red for positive value.
Figure 7: Eigenfunction for the spectral-limited signal for m = 1,λ10 =
0.1231
Parameters: polar cap condition Γ = (0,Θ) with Θ = 40◦, f ∈ Γ and
N = 18. See ￿gures 10-12.
5 Conclusion
The optimal signal functions for the fourth-moment measure of the
signals on the sphere are obtained; simulations results show that
these functions have higher concentration ratio than the Slepian func-
tions.
Figure 8: Simons’ eigenfunction
for the spectral-limited signal for
m = 0,λ10 = 0.99999
Figure 9: Simons’ eigenfunction
for the spectral-limited signal for
m = 1,λ10 = 0.99999
Figure 10: Fourth-moment eigenfunction for spatial-limited signal for
m = 0, λ00 = 0.4725
Figure 11: Fourth-moment eigenfunction for spatial-limited signal for
m = 1,λ10 = 0.4754
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Figure 12: Fourth-moment eigenfunction’s squared spherical har-
monic coef￿cients |fm
n |2 for spatial-limited signal, left for m = 0,λ00 =
0.4725 and right for m = 1,λ10 = 0.4754